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Abstract

Resumen

Objective: Estimate an optimal policy for the
blood platelets supply chain distribution
problem using a vendor-managed inventory
problems approach. Methods and materials:
This paper uses an integrated simulation-based
optimization model to develop a VendorManaged Inventory approach for blood
platelets. Simulation is used to estimate the
performance of a defined inventory policy. On
the other hand, a genetic algorithm finds
optimal or near-optimal inventory policies.
This approach is evaluated using a case study
inspired by a real blood center in Colombia.
Results and discussion: Using the proposed
approach, key indicators in the blood supply
chain such as total cost and outdated units are
significantly improved while maintaining the
service level. In terms of costs, the VMI
model shows a 19.19% advantage over the
non-VMI solution. Moreover, the proposed
VMI solution can reduce by 42.25% the
number of expired platelets. Conclusions:
Using a VMI-based distribution system and a
simulation-based optimization approach with
genetic algorithms offers promising results in
the proposed use case. This mixed
methodology allows for flexible system
configurations without the need for complex
changes in the algorithm, and it does so
without the need for excessive computational
resources.

Objetivo: Estimar una política óptima para el
problema de distribución de la cadena de
suministro de plaquetas sanguíneas usando una
metodología basada en el problema de inventario
administrado por proveedor. Métodos y
materiales: Este articulo usa un modelo de
optimización integrado basado en simulación
para desarrollar una metodología basada en el
problema de inventario administrado por
proveedor para las plaquetas sanguíneas. La
simulación se utiliza para estimar el desempeño
de una política de inventario determinada. Por
otro lado, se utilizan algoritmos genéticos para
encontrar una política de inventario optima o
cercana al óptimo. Esta metodología conjunta se
evalúa utilizando un caso de estudio real
inspirado en un banco de sangre en Colombia.
Resultados y discusión: Usando la metodología
propuesta, indicadores claves de desempeño de
la cadena de suministro de sangre tales como el
costo total y el número de unidades vencidas
mejoran considerablemente al mismo tiempo
que se mantiene el mismo nivel de servicio. En
términos de costos, el modelo VMI muestra una
mejora del 19.19% sobre la solución no VMI
inicial. Además, la solución VMI propuesta es
capaz de reducción el número de plaquetas
expiradas en un 42.25 %. Conclusiones: El uso
de un sistema de distribución basado en VMI
junto con una estrategia de optimización basada
en simulación con algoritmos genéticos ofrece
resultados prometedores en el caso de estudio
propuesto. Esta metodología mixta permite
configuraciones flexibles del sistema sin
necesidad de realizar cambios complejos al
algoritmo, y lo logra sin utilizar recursos
computacionales excesivos.
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Vendor-Managed
Inventory,
genetic
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Introduction
The blood supply chain is aimed at providing blood products for hospitals. The most
important blood products are red blood cells, platelets, plasma, and cryoprecipitate. These
products are mainly used in medical treatments. Each product has different shelf life being
platelets the most critical with only five days after production. Given this, decisions on
inventory for blood products are highly critical. On the one hand, if blood is collected in large
quantities, it can get expired. On the other hand, if blood is collected in small quantities, the
risk of stockouts is increased. Reviews on the different models applied to the blood supply
chain can be found in [1], [2], and [3].
Different inventory policies have been proposed in order to deal with perishable products.
However, this continues to be an active research field. Different methodologies have been
proposed in the blood supply chain to improve indicators such as the number of expired units,
number of stockouts, and cost. However, most of them are focused on using simulation to
define good inventory policies.
Inventory policies for blood platelets are also usually studied for single hospitals without
considering the relationship with the blood center and other hospitals. This can increase the
number of expired units and stockouts since decisions are not made considering the whole
system.
Different approaches have been used to study the platelet inventory problem. However, given
the complexity of the problem, one of the most used methodologies is simulation. One of the
main concerns in simulation is experimentation to obtain optimal parameters. Hence, is
necessary to combine optimization techniques to find good solutions to complex problems.
The integration between simulation and optimization can be carried out in different ways [4].
One of the methods to combine simulation and optimization is called "simulation-based
optimization." This method has been employed to generate optimal solutions for problems in
different areas such as construction [5], production planning [6], and healthcare [7].
This paper proposes a simulation-based optimization algorithm that uses a Vendor-Managed
inventory approach to solve the blood platelets distribution and production problem. The
proposed model aims to make optimal (or near-optimal) decisions on inventory policies for
blood centers and hospitals under a Vendor-Managed inventory approach. The model is
tested, and the results show that the proposed methodology can improve the total operational
cost of the system and the number of expired units for both hospitals and blood centers while
service levels are kept. The proposed model considers several echelons of the blood supply
chain, including production, inventory, and distribution.
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This paper proceeds as follows: Firstly, the literature review of the main concepts used in
this paper is presented. Then, the problem and the type of decisions to be studied are
described. After this, we present the algorithms used and the integrated methodology
proposed. In addition, the results applying of the proposed model and methodology to a case
study are explained, and finally, the main conclusions and extensions of this work are
mentioned.

Literature Review
Inventory of platelets
The majority of the literature on the blood supply chain concerns the inventory stage.
However, most of it is focused on Red Blood Cells. Recently inventory research has focused
on platelet concentrates. This section shows how the platelets inventory problem has been
addressed previously.
Different features such as breaks and several types of demand have been considered. [8]
develop a Markovian model to represent decisions on production and inventories of platelets.
The model includes multiple periods as well as weekend breaks. Ordering, shortages, and
production are integrated into a general cost function to be optimized. This article considers
two types of demand and different issuing policies to meet them as well as order-up-to
policies. Furthermore, [9] and [10] present articles based on the same model. The first paper
includes Christmas, New Year, and Easter breaks. The second paper uses the model to
introduce changes and study different scenarios. The scenarios studied by the authors
consider differentiation of blood types and changes in shelf life, as well as the crossmatch
(the process of checking that the recipient’s blood is compatible with the donated blood) ratio
and issuing policies (the process of deciding which blood units will be issued).
Several methodologies, including simplified methods, analytical models, and combined
methods have been proposed to study inventory decisions for blood platelets. [11] present a
simplified methodology for ordering platelets based on service levels. The authors also
discuss the convenience of using cost as an objective for platelet inventory policies.
Furthermore, [12] present an analytical model to define optimal inventory policies for
platelets. The model extends analytical policies to three periods and includes different
replenishment modes, such as standard and optional. Finally, [13] and [14] propose a
combination of methodologies. The first paper uses the newsvendor problem, linear
programming, and approximation dynamic programming to address the platelets inventory
problem. The second paper uses a hybrid simulation optimization model to study inventory
decisions for platelets considering age and stochastic demand.
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Finally, other authors have modelled the problem as a Markov Decision Process. [15]
consider a discrete-time inventory system for a perishable product where demand exists for
products of different ages. The authors propose a simple inventory replenishment and
allocation heuristic to minimize the expected total cost over an infinite time horizon. The
problem is modeled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), derives the costs of our heuristic
policy, and computationally compares this policy to extant “near-optimal” policies in the
literature. Recently, [16] illustrated how MDP or Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP)
could be used for blood management at blood banks. The state space is too large to solve
most practical problems using SDP. Nevertheless, an SDP approach is still argued and shown
to be most helpful in combination with simulation. An optimal policy is derived by SDP.
Results show how outdating, or product waste of blood platelets can be reduced from over
15% to 1% or even less while maintaining shortage at a very low level.
This paper contributes in different ways to the platelets inventory field. Firstly, we
considered the vendor management problem; simultaneously; we analyzed the whole system.
We considered blood center inventory policies and hospital policies in a centralized decisionmaking system. In addition, we also consider production decisions, in other words, how many
platelets should be produced to serve demand. None of these aspects have been considered
previously at the same time for the platelets inventory problem.

Simulation-Based Optimization applied to Vendor-Managed Inventory Problems
Simulation-based optimization has shown to be an effective methodology for addressing
general inventory problems. Multiple applications can be found in [17]. However, for the
Vendor-Managed Inventory Problem, the number of applications found is lower.
Metaheuristics are one of the most used methodologies to solve the VMI problem. [18]
presents a simulation optimization model to study the vendor management inventory
problem. The paper aims to analyze the relations between GA parameters and optimal
solutions. This article compares several combinations of GA parameters, the effects on
optimal solutions, and the time to reach optimal solutions. Furthermore, [19] developed a
hybrid algorithm based on genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) to
maximize inventory turnover along with the constraint of lack or shortage of goods in the
production lines. The model also considers minimum and maximum inventory constraints in
the warehouse of the producer. Finally, [20] developed a simulation-optimization approach
to study a problem related to replenishing inventories at retailers in distribution networks
operated under the paradigm of Vendor-Managed Inventory (VMI). The authors argue that
many factors such as random variables and many costs make the problem complex. The
authors point out that these factors are usually simplified in the literature. Furthermore, the
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proposed heuristic based on simulated annealing combined with discrete event simulation
can include these factors presenting a better performance than other heuristics.
Exact methods have also been used for the VMI Problem. [21] develop a decomposition
algorithm to study a Vendor-Managed inventory problem for blood products. This article is
based on a case study from China, and it is aimed at optimizing the blood product scheduling
scheme by constructing a Vendor-Managed inventory routing problem (VMIRP). The
proposed model also balances the supply and demand such that the relevant operational cost
is minimized. In addition, [22] designed a dynamic VMI system. In this system, the entire
supply chain performance is optimized. This includes production planning, distribution
strategy, and inventory management. The VMI system is modeled as a mixed-integer linear
program (MILP) using discrete-time representation. The authors explore different solution
methodologies. Finally, a rolling horizon approach that simultaneously combines the
aggregate and the detailed models is designed to solve the problem.
This paper contains several aspects different from the reviewed papers in terms of
methodology. Firstly, we applied the simulation optimization methodology to propose a VMI
methodology for the most critical blood product, platelets. Secondly, we also include
production decisions as well as the typical dispatching decisions in the VMI problem.

Problem Definition
Context
In general terms, the supply chain management of human blood products is highly complex.
Blood products, especially platelets, have short lifespans (about five days). Hence,
production and distribution scheduling is a costly and time-consuming operation for blood
banks. These institutions have two major concerns. In any given period, if demand is
overestimated, most of the production scheduled will go to waste, increasing operational
costs without any additional contribution to end-users of the product. On the other hand, if
demand is underestimated, there will be a shortage of platelets across all related hospitals,
potentially endangering the lives of a significant number of patients.
Although both problems pose a significant challenge to the supply chain, it is by far more
critical to be able to respond to existing demand. The problem becomes even more complex
when multiple hospitals or medical centers with different demand distributions depend on
the same donor center supplies. Because of this, the whole problem can be summarized into
two critical decisions that blood centers must take. The first one is about how many platelets
to produce, given the current size of the donor pool and demand estimates. The second one
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is how much and where to send the existing inventory to minimize the previously mentioned
variables (expired platelets and stock-outs). Neither of these decisions are trivial. Human
blood is transformed and separated into its basic constituents (platelets among these) using a
process called blood fractionation, usually performed by centrifuging the blood. This process
is carried out using specially designed blood bags, which can be single, double, triple, or
quadruple. Only the last two (the most expensive ones) can be used to extract platelets, so
the donor center must know how many of these bags to use in the total donor pool. Similar
problems have been explored in the literature using non-collaborative strategies. In this
paper, we propose to model the system as a particular case of a Vendor-Managed Inventory
System, where a centralized blood bank schedules production and shipping to several
hospitals needing platelets.

Vendor-Managed Inventory
In traditional non-collaborative systems, suppliers limit their functions to deliver customer
orders to the best of their capacity. In contrast, in Vendor-Managed inventory environments,
suppliers have a much more relevant role in the operation of the supply chain. They are
responsible for defining how much product needs to be sent to each customer. This planning
is performed using relevant information like inventories and sales. As a result, these systems
often come with a tight information system coupling between clients and vendors, so the
information is always readily available. In this paper, we propose using a VMI methodology
to reduce the general levels of stock-outs and expired products in the blood supply chain,
more specifically, the platelets supply chain.

Why Simulation-Based Optimization
With the VMI model introduced and assuming that in the proposed system, the blood bank
has instant access to inventory and past sales information from every hospital, a way to define
optimal or near-optimal supply management policies is needed. Considering that demand and
supply are stochastic and seasonal in the blood supply chain and platelets are highly
perishable, estimating optimal inventory policies is not a trivial task. Because of this, robust
methodologies such as simulation-based optimization are required to improve the system’s
performance in terms of the considered factors (which will be discussed later).
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Methodology
The methodology proposed in this paper is based upon two major techniques used in
Operations Research: simulation and optimization. According to [4], These two techniques
can be integrated into several ways. In this paper, we used an integration methodology called
"Simulation-Based Optimization," where a complete simulation run is carried out during
each iteration of the optimization process [4].
In the described problem, simulation is used to evaluate the performance of a given solution
provided by a genetic algorithm procedure. On the other hand, the genetic algorithm obtains
optimal or near-optimal solutions.
It is important to clarify that the definition of optimality in a simulation environment is
different from the one in a deterministic optimization environment. In a simulation, we can
find optimal solutions according to the samples generated and the different runs of the
simulation model. This way we can provide conclusions on the optimality considering
confidence intervals. However, this is different from an optimal solution for a deterministic
problem where we are sure that there is no better solution.
The genetic algorithm’s fitness function is the average result of the simulation model metrics.
Hence, for each individual of the genetic algorithm, a simulation model run is carried out.
The final result of the integrated simulation-based optimization model is an optimal or nearly
optimal solution to the described inventory problem. Figure 1 shows the proposed
methodology, along with its inputs, outputs, and internal mechanics.
The process developed in each stage is detailed in the following sections.
Figure 1. General methodology

BC: Blood center, used interchangeably with Blood bank

Source: Own Source
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Simulation model
Simulation evaluates how well the system performs under a certain inventory policy. In order
to develop the simulation process, it is necessary to define several aspects, such as the type
of inventory system and the logic of the inventory model in hospitals and blood centers.

Inventory System
Periodic inventory models (usually called order up-to policies) are commonly used in the
blood supply chain since health staff can easily operate them. This model relies on two main
parameters R and S. R defines how often the inventory level is revised, and S defines the
order up to quantity in every revision. It is important to highlight that the described blood
supply chain needs several inventory policies (at least one for each hospital). The simulation
model represents the system’s daily operation using pre-defined inventory policies for each
hospital. This process is repeated for 50 years to generate a yearly average for the key
performance indicators of the system.
The pre-defined inventory policies are provided by the optimization model described in
Optimization model described later.

Inventory logic
We propose a realistic inventory logic to simulate the previously described inventory model.
First, the system will be modeled in one-day intervals, as this time frame is enough to
represent the actions to be modelled without adding unnecessary computational overhead.
Both the distribution center and hospitals will plan inventory replenishment using the
periodic inventory model described above, with revision periods of 1 day. Each actor in the
system has its order-up-to quantity. The process of simulating a single day can be
summarized as follows:
1.
2.

3.

The distribution center will review orders placed the previous day.
Based on its internal inventory state and the heuristic defined in 4.2, the
distribution center plans the shipments to each hospital and dispatches them. All
shipments are discounted from the distribution center's inventory in a FIFO
manner.
Each hospital receives the shipment from the distribution center. Demands are
generated.
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4.
5.
6.

Hospitals serve demand using existing inventory plus the fresh shipments from
the blood bank.
Stock-outed units are calculated for each hospital.
Inventory for all entities is aged (each platelet unit is now a day closer to
expiration). It is important to remember that the inventory for each entity cannot
be represented as a single number but as five (one quantity for each expiration
state). The aging process can mathematically be expressed as presented in
equation (1):
𝐼𝑡+1,𝑖 = 𝐼𝑡,𝑖+1 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, . . . ,4

(1)

where: 𝐼𝑡,𝑖 = Platelets that are i days from expiration on day t
𝐻 = Number of hospitals in the system
Following this calculation, all 𝐼𝑡,0 's are counted as expired.
7.
8.

9.

Based on their final inventory and their order-up-to policies, each hospital places
an order for platelets for the next day.
Based on its final inventory and order-up-to policy, the blood bank defines the
production level for the next day (the number of fresh platelets that will enter the
system the next day).
All stock-outed and expired units are recorded. It is important to note that
differences between hospital orders and blood bank shipments are counted as
stock-outs too.

Inventory Heuristic
Two things were considered to distribute available inventory among all hospitals: one, the
actual orders of each hospital and the sum of the available inventory to send. The heuristic is
simple yet powerful. All orders are fulfilled if the sum of orders is lower or equal to the
available inventory. In the opposite case, we calculate the maximum level of orders that can
be fulfilled with a simple proportion between the total orders and the total inventory as
presented in equation (2):
𝛼=
where:

𝐼𝑡
𝑂𝑡

(2)

𝛼 = Maximum service level
𝑂𝑡 = Sum of all orders
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𝐼𝑡 = Total inventory available
With this 𝛼 alone, we could already compute what each shipment will be in that particular
case. However, to allow the optimization algorithm to take part in this heuristic, we added a
trainable parameter that could influence the distribution outcome. This parameter is used to
control the actual service level for each heuristic run. Equation 3 below clarifies this process.
𝜔

𝑆𝑖 = ⌊𝛼 × 100 × 𝑂𝑖 ⌋ 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐻
where:

(3)

𝑆𝑖 = Shipment size to the i-th hospital
𝛼 = Maximum service level
𝜔 = Trainable heuristic parameter
𝑂𝑖 = Platelet order of the i-th hospital
𝐻 = Number of hospitals in the system

Because this parameter is used as a percentage, it is guaranteed that the quotient with 100 is
always between 0 and 1. Details on the nature of this 𝜔 parameter are described in the
solution encoding section.

Optimization model
The solutions evaluated by the simulation model are obtained by an optimization procedure
developed by a genetic algorithm. This algorithm aims at finding optimal inventory policies
for both the blood center and the hospitals. Different constraints such as maximum
production level and maximum order up-to level are encoded in the defined chromosome.
The fitness function defines the inventory system’s total cost, including blood centers and
hospitals. This algorithm interacts with the simulation model until solutions converge to
optimal or near-optimal values.
The proposed methodology does not consider a defined planning horizon. Instead, the model
aims to provide a general inventory and distribution policy that could theoretically be used
in any system state. The simulation model's sole purpose is to estimate the performance of
the optimized policy in each generation of the genetic algorithm.

Solution encoding
Each individual in the optimization process may be encoded as an integer-valued vector for
this particular problem. A more detailed explanation follows.
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Figure 2. Individual encoding for genetic algorithm

Source: Own source
Position 1:
Order up-to level for the blood bank (S). In each step, the blood bank will schedule a
production order for platelets to reach this number the next day. With the current donation
distribution, it is guaranteed that the production order will be fulfilled 100 % of the time (this
means that the maximum value of S will be the minimum recorded donation size in recent
history).
Position 2 to N-1
Order up-to-level for each hospital (S). Each time step, hospitals will issue an order to the
blood bank to maintain this inventory level. Hospital orders may or may not be fulfilled based
on the blood bank inventory levels.
Position N:
This parameter will define the behavior of the inventory logic that should be used when the
blood bank does not have enough platelet units to fulfill all orders from hospitals and medical
centers. The detailed behavior of this heuristic is fully defined in 4.2.
The vector’s length will depend on the number of hospitals and medical centers to be
simulated in the system.

Fitness function
In order to define a fitness function that properly measures how well solutions perform, we
decided to consider both expired units and stock-outs. Nevertheless, it is essential to highlight
that they should have different costs in the fitness function. The total of expired units is an
important indicator since blood is obtained from altruistic donors and processing the raw
blood into platelets has a considerable cost. However, total stock-outs and, more generally,
the service level are more concerning in blood supply chains since many medical procedures
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depend on the platelets’ availability. Because of this, we propose different costs for both
metrics (expired units and stock-outs).
It should be noted that the cost for expired units in hospitals is different from to cost of
expired units in the blood center. This is because that platelets in hospitals include additional
transportation and handling costs. Hence, they should be weighted differently, presumably
with a higher cost.
The equation that represents the fitness function can be expressed as follows:

𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = −(𝑊𝑠𝑡 𝑆𝑠𝑡 + 𝑊𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝐻𝑒𝑥𝑝 + 𝑊𝑏𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑥𝑝 )
Where:

(4)

𝑆𝑠𝑡 = Yearly average of the sum of stockouts in the system
𝐻𝑒𝑥𝑝 = Yearly average of the sum of expired units for all hospitals
𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑥𝑝 =Yearly average of the expired units in the blood bank
𝑊𝑠𝑡 = Weight for system stock-outs
𝑊𝑒𝑥𝑝 =Weight for hospital expired units
𝑊𝑏𝑒𝑥𝑝 = Weight for blood bank expired units

In order to estimate this performance, each policy (one for each individual in the GA) is
simulated 50 times (one year long each). After this, variables 𝑆𝑠𝑡 , 𝐻𝑒𝑥𝑝 and 𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑥𝑝 are the
result of the average of the sums of stockouts, expired units inside the hospital, and expired
units inside the blood bank, respectively, across the 50 simulation iterations.

Genetic algorithm operators and solution framework
The proposed genetic algorithm was codified and solved using the computational framework
DEAP [23]. The genetic algorithm operators used are defined as follows:
•
•
•

•

Selection - Tournament: This selection operator takes n random individuals from
the population and chooses the best among them. This selection is performed k times.
Crossover - Two-point crossover: This operator performs a two-point crossover
merge between two individual chromosomes.
Mutation - Uniformly random: This function assigns a new value to each property of
an individual with probability 𝛼. The new property value is defined by Uniform (a,
b)
Fitness Function - defined by Equation 4.
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We invite the reader to review DEAP documentation for further illustration [24].
The parameters for each operator were obtained by experimentation and are presented in the
case study section.

Case Study
System definition
In order to provide a concrete model to test the defined framework, we propose a system with
a distribution center (blood bank) and four (4) dependent hospitals. Different parameters such
as demand probability distributions, size, and scale of the hospital, and parameters for the
execution of the genetic algorithm need to be defined.
In the blood supply chain, demand usually has different behaviors depending on the day of
the week. Hence, it is necessary to define a probability distribution per day per hospital. Table
1 presents the parameters for the probability distributions for each day. These parameters are
inspired by the information presented in [25], which includes detailed information about the
probability distributions for each product for each day as well as donor arrival distributions
for each day.
The information used in [25] was obtained from the Hemocentro Distrital in Bogota,
Colombia, from July 2013 to June 2014.

Table 1. Demand distribution parameters for each day of the weak
Day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

K(Shape)
2.6
4.9
6.9
4.7
5.7
4.8
1.7

𝜽(Scale)
6.1
9.2
8.2
9.3
8
8.7
3.2

Mean
15.86
45.08
56.58
43.71
45.6
41.76
5.44

Source: adapted from [25]

To represent different hospital sizes, we introduced and additional parameter that serves to
scale the demand, the parameter for each hospital can be found in Table 2.
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Table 2. Demand scaling factors for each hospital
Hospital
1
2
3
4

Scaling factor
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.1

Source: Own source
Another critical factor to note is the availability of blood to obtain platelets. To simplify the
analysis, we assume a fixed daily number of donors (the chosen value of 100 is lower than
the actual number of donors for each day for the system’ historical data).
It is also important to define parameters used in the fitness function according to Equation 4;
the assigned weights are defined according to Table 3.
Table 3. Fitness function weights.
Variable
𝑊𝑠𝑡
𝑊𝑒𝑥𝑝

Weight
100

𝑊𝑏𝑒𝑥𝑝

5

7.5

Source: Own Source

Results
Parameters for training
Before the training process can start, parameters have to be defined. The selection of
parameters is dependent on the nature of the problem and is always subject to improvement
and possible constraints. For the case study, the selected parameters are defined in Table 4.
Table 4. Training parameters
Parameter
Training generations
Simulated years
Population size
Single feature mutation probability
Crossover probability

Value
500
50
150
50%
50%

Source: Own source
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Training Results
With the model, methodology, and training parameters fully defined, the genetic algorithm
was run over the defined 500 iterations. Figure 3 shows the training progression of the,
plotting the best fitness value found at each generation.
Figure 3. Training Progression Plot

Source: Own Source

Figure 4 depicts the best solution reported by the genetic algorithm after 500 generations of
evolution.
Figure 4. VMI Presumed Optimal Solution

Source: Own Source
To study the performance of the proposed methodology, we propose to compare the solution
found with a solution obtained through the same simulation-based optimization process but
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without the benefits of the VMI implementation. These two solutions will be bench-marked,
taking all relevant metrics into account, especially the total cost of operation and general
service level. A summary of all considered metrics can be found in Table 5.

Table 5. Results summary
Metric
Total cost
Expired Units
Stock-outs
Service Level

VMI model
Mean
S.d
18563.5
2578.09
1202.99
104.06
94.91
25.26
99.32%
1.77 X 10 -3

non-VMI model
Difference
Mean
S.d
over mean
22970.97
1784.63
19.19%
2083.09
130.49
42.25%
72.98
15.8
-30.05%
99.48%
1.11 X 10-3
0.15%

S.d: Sample standard deviation
All results rounded to two decimal places. Values under this precision are presented in scientific notation.

Source: Own Source

This new comparison solution will be generated using the same methodology described
above, but each parameter will be optimized separately. It is relevant to mention that every
hospital optimizes its order-up-to parameter under the assumption that the totality of ordered
platelets will be delivered.
Figure 5 describes the solution found using this method.
Figure 5. Non-VMI Presumed Optimal Solution

Source: Own Source
In order to provide statistically significant conclusions, 2500 years (this is 2500 one-year
long iterations, each iteration run with the same initial conditions to avoid correlated data)
will be simulated with each solution.
In Figure 6, we can observe the behavior of the simulation results in terms of the total cost
as defined by the fitness function of the genetic algorithm. The VMI approach averaged its
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yearly cost to 18563.50, with a standard deviation of 2578.09, while the non-VMI model
presented 22970.97 and 1784.63, respectively. In this aspect, the VMI model shows a 19.19%
advantage over the non-VMI solution.
Figure 6. Yearly Cost Comparison

Source: Own Source
In terms of expired units, the results are even more divergent. The VMI solution averaged
1202.99 expired units every year, with a standard deviation of 104.06; in contrast, the nonVMI model-averaged 2083.09 with a standard deviation of 130.49. In this scenario, the VMI
solution provides a 42.25% reduction. As shown in Figure 7, even the highest count from the
VMI model is lower than the lowest one from the non-VMI model.
Figure 7. Expired Units Comparison

Source: Own Source
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As for the total stock-outs, the results were somewhat counterintuitive. The VMI model
averaged 94.91 stock-outs, with a standard deviation of 25.26. At the same time, the nonVMI model averaged 72.98 with a standard deviation of 15.80, so in this case, the non-VMI
model was not only better but less variable. Obviously, because this component was the most
severely punished in the fitness function, it would be the lowest of all, and it is. It is important
to remember that the average expired units in the VMI model was 1202.99, a value more than
12 times the one we observed in the average stock-outs. Still, the stock-outs reported by the
non-VMI model were lower, but this is a logical result because the order-up-to values for the
hospitals in this model were calculated under the assumption that all orders would be
completely fulfilled. Hence, all hospital order-up-to values in the non-VMI model are higher
than their VMI equivalents, resulting in higher orders overall, potentially reducing the stockouts (but performing worse overall).
Nonetheless, the analysis of the resultant service levels shows that this difference is almost
irrelevant compared to the total demand. If we calculate this service level for the VMI model,
we average 99.32% overall runs, with a standard deviation of 1.77 X 10-3. On the other hand,
the non-VMI model scores 99.48% on average overall runs, with a standard deviation of 1.11
X 10-3. The difference between these two means is merely 0.16%. This allows us to conclude
that we are reaching nearly identical service levels between both models while significantly
reducing the total outdated units and the total cost of operating the system.

Conclusions
The blood supply chain continues to be a very active topic. In particular, platelet inventory
has received substantial attention in recent years. However, most publications explore noncollaborative strategies. Hence, we showed that collaborative methodologies such as VMI
can considerably improve the key performance indicators compared with non-collaborative
systems.
A combination of simulation and optimization allows for solving complex problems. On the
one hand, the use of simulation allows to include the uncertainty present in the system; on
the other hand, the genetic algorithm evolves to optimal or near-optimal policies that
implicitly consider that uncertainty. This creates a robust framework to solve problems that
could be intractable by analytical methods or single methodologies.
Even if collaborative methodologies (we are considering VMI here) represent additional
implementation challenges, they tend to be more scalable than their non-collaborative
counterparts. As interacting systems grow, keeping all information centralized and readily
available makes much more sense. Also, by introducing a central information element,
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further integrations become less cumbersome, and the total work needed to keep the system
running is minimized. It is also known that data integrity and reliability may be compromised
when every entity decides to gather and manage information on its own.
One of the most important aspects of collaborative strategies is that information can be
available to the different actors of the system. In the case of a VMI system, the supplier must
have access to real-time inventory levels at each demand point. Otherwise, quality
replenishment decisions are going to be challenging to take.
The present paper studied a VMI strategy for the blood supply chain. However, other aspects
such as different types of demand (for young and old platelets) and transshipment between
hospitals should be studied for some systems. In addition, recent techniques such as
reinforcement learning have also shown promising results for complex inventory systems. In
terms of collection, the study of donors’ behavior and donor scheduling could help to reduce
the variability in donations. Finally, recent situations such as the COVID 19 pandemic have
had a high impact on the blood supply chain; while the lockdowns and other policies reduce
donations, demand for some products can be increased due to new treatments such as plasma
transfusions.
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